
Kidspace is an interactive children's museum with a 
mission to inspire future leaders to seek knowledge 
through an educational space that nourishes curiosity.



Stakeholders

Children

Parents

Schools

Families

Children with ASD



Persona

Alessandra, child
Age: 8



Interests: 

- Reading, mythology, art and crafts



Favorite subjects:

- Science, reading, math



Reasons she would visit:

- Children’s museums are fun and she likes  
how hands on the exhibits are





Thinks:

- The fun is the best part of the museum



Says: 

- Some of the information is hard to grasp 
but as long as it’s fun, she doesn’t mind



Feels:

- A rise in confidence when she’s able to 
understand new concepts and information.



Does:

Enjoys reading and drawing 







Persona

Dalia, parent
Occupation:

Stay-at-home parent



Interests: 

- Arts, gardening, baking



Reasons she would visit:

- To expose her child to a fun environment 
where they can learn and spend time with 
one another. 




Thinks:

- Kids needs a positive environment to learn 
and grow



Says: 

- Children are too distracted by technology 
to want to read or study



Feels:

- Education is very important in the success 
of a child and they need a good foundation 
when they are young



Does:

- Tries to read and do homework with her 
child as much as possible







User Interviews

Dalia, parent

1.) What do you first look for when entering a children’s museum?

“I look for a list of the exhibits and what the goal of each one and what they’re trying to accomplish”

2.) What features do you think children’s museums are lacking?

“Better, more hands-on exhibit explainations. I wish there were guides designated to each exhibit 
that could help with explaining and there would be less reading children had to do.” 

“Yes, but some exhibits aren’t as memorable as others and the information doesn’t stick. The 
explainations can get too long and children lose focus.”

3.) Do you feel like your children learn from visiting the museums?

4.) Do you find the information hard to explain to your child? 

“It’s hard to explain some topics in a way that children will understand. Also, I’m not an expert on all 
of the topics there so I sometimes don’t know how to answer questions that my child has.”  

5.) What would make you want to engage in exhibits more? 

“Some sort of guide that makes the information fun for kids. Sometimes when there are audio 
explainations, the voice-over can be monotone and dated. Info should be in simple terms for kids.”



Journey Map



User Flow

Welcome Kiosk:

Welcome Screen

Scan e-tickets on app

Order Confirmation

Thank You screen

Exhibit Kiosk

Title screen with description

Play Video

QR code

App Handoff

Kidspace App

Scans QR Code

Gains Points

Gets a summary of the information learned

Option to take a quiz

Gains extra points for quiz



Inclusion in Informal Education Settings

Questions to Consider:

What are current barriers that children with ASD face when visiting 
children’s museusm?

How can inclusion efforts be improved in the museusm?

How can information/exhibits be modeled to improve inclusin for 
children with ASD?

Neurodiversity: 
Neurodiversity is the range of differences in individual brain function and 
behavioral traits



Inclusion in Informal Education Settings

ASD:
Autistic Spectrum Disorder



Inclusion in Informal Education Settings

What is sensory information?
- Loud noises, strong smells, bright lights, certain foods, textures

Learning environments like children’s museums can often be 
overwhelming for children with ASD

Learn by doing/exploration rather than observation

- Parent as a mediator or guide through the exercise

- Encourage discovery-based learning

- Keep trying, each time getting closer to the correct result

- Less judgement for not understanding right away

- Adult-child learning partnership



Inclusion in Informal Education Settings

Logistical Barriers: 

- Children with ASD are impacted by a large amount of sensory information

Lights, sounds, smells, texture, colors

- Unfamiliar environments and stray from routine can induce unpredictable behavior 

Can make parents feel judged and add stress

Difficulty with peers


Troubles expressing their needs/wants


Adjusting behavior in unfamiliar setting

- Colorful environments and exhibits may be distracting

Social Barriers:

- Children’s museums are highly social by nature

- Children with ASD have difficulties in social communication and interacton



Inclusion in Informal Education Settings

UI Solutoins:
- Contrast between type and background


- Soft, mild colors when possible


- Text in single column


- Avoid bright colors


- Avoid horizontal scrolling


- Personalization

- Progress bars on time consuming activities


- Easy to follow navigation with clear indicator of where the user is

Allow users to personalize type size/style, line spacing, and color



Paper Prototypes
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Final Design: Welcome Kiosk



Final Design: Welcome Kiosk



Final Design: Exhibit Kiosk



Final Design: Exhibit Kiosk



Final Design: Exhibit Kiosk



Final Design: App Handoff



Final Design: Exhibit Kiosk 2



Final Design: Exhibit Kiosk 2



Final Design: Exhibit Kiosk 2


